Gaza Tweets

Sent during the July and August 2014 Israeli bombardment. Individual tweeters self-identify in their descriptions.

@Farah_Gazan
I'm the modern Anne Frank, Gaza-Palestine, 16 years old. 7,800 tweets, 208,000 followers.

HUGE MASSIVE BOMBS NOW #Gaza #GazaUnderAttack #AJAGAZA 7:00 AM - 28 Jul 2014

When u need 2 have hundreds of protests just 2 tell the world that BOMBING CHILDREN IS NOT OKAY. That’s when u know that HUMANITY DIED #Gaza 8:59 AM - 28 Jul 2014

The bomb was on a part if Al-Shifa’ Hospital, this means it was on the opposite of my house #Gaza #AJAGAZA #GazaUnderAttack 9:13 AM - 28 Jul 2014

This is in my area. I can't stop crying. I might die tonight #Gaza #GazaUnderAttack #ICC4Israel #AJAGAZA” 4:59 PM - 28 Jul 2014

We are sitting in darkness bc the power is off, flares r lightening up the area just like it’s midday, we're just hearin bombs, drones, f16s #Gaza 5:07 PM - 28 Jul 2014
@ImPalestine
Mohammed Suliman: Raised in Gaza; a non-white Mohametan, in need of enlightenment; the uncivilised, barbaric, backward and inferior Other. LSE alumnus; a future walking lie.
6,700 tweets, 40,000 followers.

I have lived in Gaza for almost all of my life. War is not something new to us. These, however, are the scariest moments we have ever lived. 5:10 PM - 28 Jul 2014

The newest airstrike next to me targeted a civilian building which belongs to Al Shurafa family. Several families live there. No warning. 6:15 PM - 28 Jul 2014

We've been without electricity for two full days. Managed to secure some fuel to run the generator for a couple hours before I'm off again. 12:14 PM - 30 Jul 2014


@BelalMD12
Belal Dabour is a Palestinian doctor living in #Gaza. A night owl and a book worm. 
[belal90md@gmail.com](mailto:belal90md@gmail.com)
28,000 tweets, 81,000 followers.

I woke up to find that Israel has bombed my university. They’ve also killed another 50 Palestinians overnight! #Gaza pic.twitter.com/lsRACIvKnn 12:03 AM - 2 Aug 2014

For a month I haven’t smelt or even seen a flower, but I’ve seen and my nose is filled with the smell of a dozen charred corpses. 1:41 PM - 2 Aug 2014

@DrBasselAbuward
Doctor at Al-Shifa Hospital, Human rights activist, Palestinian from Gaza.
[doctor.bassel@hotmail.com](mailto:doctor.bassel@hotmail.com)
48,000 tweets, 43,000 followers.

Israel is creating a generation of disabled adults... and for these kids, there is no one left to care for them: pic.twitter.com/2klj0itPVY 11:15 AM - 3 Aug 2014
Necessity is the mother of invention. Gazans “jump-start” their phones from a motor vehicle battery during the war. Israel destroyed its only power plant. (Via @ drsaeedkanafany)

Resources

Palestinian Center for Human Rights-Gaza: 
PCHRgaza.org
Palestinian Ministry of Health: 
moh.ps
+972 Magazine: 
972mag.com
Gaza Scoops: 
Gaza.scoop.ps